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About This Game
New cars, new tools, new options, more parts and much more fun in the next version
of Car Mechanic Simulator! Take your wrench!
Create and expand your auto repairs service empire. Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 will take you behind the scenes of daily
routine in car workshop.
Take on the role of the car mechanic and repair cars for your clients. Spend the earned money on expanding your workshop and
improving your skills. Buy worn out cars, renovate them and sell with profit or become a famous car collector. If you manage
your business well, you will surely succeed in the market.

Car Repairs
The essence of the game. It is your job. It is the way you get cash. It is the way you live... Ok, it is maybe not that important,
anyway that is the basic activity in the game. Customer comes in and mysteriously says that his car is broken but he needs it for
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tomorrow. The clock starts right now.

Mission system
Jobs are generated randomly so you'll have to choose on which car you will work. It seems like there is a group of customers
waiting in front of the workshop for the mechanic...
Additionally you can take limited amount of jobs in the same time and every one of them is time-restricted. With different
difficulty and complexity levels and of course, different payment levels, wise management is the key here.

Workshop management
After whole day of hard work it is time to count your cash and then look around your business. What should I buy to improve
my performance? What would attract more clients? You can always just buy more posters on the wall but it is not something
called 'great investment' for such a serious business, right?

Car auctions
Speaking of investments.There is a chance for making even more money in the car auction house. Choose wisely, buy used or
old cars and renovate them to sell with profit... Or, if you are one of those vintage car lovers, you can have your own collection.

Car Models
Cars are fully dismountable to the car frame with amazing level of detail. Every car is made of more than 200 interactive parts,
which includes an interior, a car body and the whole engine.
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Title: Car Mechanic Simulator 2015 Demo
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Red Dot Games, PlayWay S. A.
Publisher:
PlayWay S. A.
Release Date: 17 Jun, 2015

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8
Processor: Core i3 3.1 GHz or AMD Phenom II X3 2.8 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTS 450 or better w /512MB VRAM
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 1200 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatble

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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a fun little beat'em up game nothing too special about it aside from the fact that if you have a touch screen monitor you can use
touch controls other than tha its a decent game and clearly was made for tablet gaming, only downside is only one playable
character. If you want to know the full extent of the game check out the video review above. I'm actually impressed how well
made this is and how everything feels right. The music and the art match each perfectly and the voices are great too. Not sure
what I was expecting playing this but it was nice.. SANTA'S BIGGEST ADVENTURES YET AWAIT YOU!
THIS IS YOUR STORY!. Massively more difficult than the Andriod/IOS version due to poor controlls
on Andriod/IOS you can change from left to right instantly, on pc it takes about 2 seconds, making it really slow and fustrating!
please fix cos this game is fun <3. Ok, this is epic. Its good, kept my drivers up-to-date, and made my CSGO from 40fps to a
solid 60 fps, so thanks.. I don't want this review to be too long as you need to play the game to understand what I'm saying!
The Albino Hunter is one, if not THE best game of the year if we're talking about games that hide under the radar... (personally
:3)
I haven't played an old school RPG for a long time so I thought why not? I was recommended the game by my friend as it was
cheap, and one of the groups encouraged the purchase, so shoutout to them people - you know who you are!
The game hits you with hilarious humour that is present through the beginning to the end. Some people might find it cringy or
weird, yet I thought it was perfect as you don't see many games that use humour as a major thing as it's risky - althought you
have games such as Deadpool and this that pulled it off greatly. There are inside jokes that reflect upon the developer and her
past work which was pretty interesting. The reference to the actual player and the meta aspect was very different and it felt like
a breather from the actual game. The characters are very interesting with each and single one differing from one another in
order to pick your favourites and to simply not be bored with the same kind of dialogue. Quests are major in RPG's and the ones
that are presented in this game are unique, interesting and again - funny. There are areas that differ from another that also have
their unique enemies that provide a good fight, along with a decent amount of gold and exp. The new skills that are unlocked are
VERY classic such as boosting the ATK of the party, provoking an enemy to hit a specific character, hitting enemies all at once
yet with a reduced amount of damage and etc. This is the most basic description of the gameplay, in a nutshell :)
I feel like if someone wants to capture the essence of this game, they need to try to immerse themselves to the fullest by
blocking out the real world with a set of headphones and a comfortable seat as you'll be playing this game for a while - as
exploration is key to finding cool items but also the achievements that people are desperate to get! This game is really a gem not
only for the gameplay. Although this is a small indie title, the Dev's respond to every single question that the community ask
regarding the game. The timing is near to instant and the first comment will ALWAYS be from the dev - attempting to sort out
the problem whilst being kind at the same time.
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By no means is this game perfect. There are many bugs and problems with this game as it's completely new - but it's slowly
developing. The devs release updates that sort out most of the problems and when a new one occurs, they fix it in a flash. It's
\u00a30.15 (dunno how many centssss :S), you're not loosing anything and if you don't like it then oh well, maybe your friend
will! But yeah I hope everybody gives this game a shot as it's worth it in my opinion. I've only played around 6 hours and I feel
like I'm no where near done!
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Game just isn't faithful to the original. There are weird collision detection issues causing bug patterns to not behave, causing a
random mess. The AI logic doesn't have the same timings, so you can't do things like snatch chips from right in front of teeth
anymore. There is added animation for blocks hitting the water, so you have to wait a lot of frames to step on a block right after
pushing it in the water, which causes some issues in levels where you push a lot of blocks in the water. Movement all around is
really sluggish, and navigating mazes to hit high scores is just not fun anymore. Music is not the same either, but you can get
mods for that.
The core puzzles are mostly the same, which is good, but the gameplay changes make me wonder why I don't just go back to the
original.. The port feels a tad lazy and I wish the Fullscreen VSync stuff wasn't quite so bad, but I think the gameplay really
makes up for it. Enjoyed the ♥♥♥♥ out of the first game on my old psp and am thrilled at being able to play it on my pc with
controller now.
Edit: So apparently I can no longer bind square on my controller for no reason. Also, why can't I use the d-pad and the analog
stick and not just one or the other?. Fantastic a must see. Better than Call of Duty series. Thank you!. Nice stories but it takes a
lot of time to read them all.. Chip's Challenge 1 was a part of my childhood, and i am very happy to see this remade. Chip's
Challenge 2 plus editor are also a great addition.. B boyz and B girlz, this captured the essence of Graffiti and put it in VR with
the right "mood". If you love Hip hop street art culture, this is the right dope 4 u. This bunker and thoses streets scenes can
become your vault ! ;) Graff it !
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